A new image encryption scheme based on DNA sequence addition operation and chaos is presented. First, a DNA sequence matrix is obtained by encoding the original image, then, divide the DNA sequence matrix into some equal blocks and use the DNA sequence addition operation to add these blocks. Next, perform the DNA sequence complement operation to the result of the added matrix by using two Logistic maps. Finally, decode the DNA sequence matrix from the third step, and we can get the encrypted image. The simulation experimental results and security analysis show that our scheme not only can achieve good encryption, but can also resist exhaustive attack, statistical attack and differential attack.
Introduction
Since computer networks have been widely applied, people's communications have had a revolutionary change, and transmission of digital images over the Internet has become more and more popular. However, the openness and sharing of networks exposes the security of digital images to serious threats in the process of transmission. Consequently, people have to pay more and more attention to security and confidentiality of multimedia information. Among various protection methods, the image encryption technique is one of the most efficient and common methods for the protection of image information. Traditional encryption algorithms, such as Data Encryption Standard (DES), International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), etc., are not suitable for image encryption. So a new research method of image encryption is acquired urgently.
The chaotic system is a deterministic nonlinear system. It possesses varied characteristics, such as high sensitivity to initial conditions, determinacy and so on [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Chaotic sequences produced by chaotic maps are pseudo-random sequences; their structures are very complex and difficult to analyze and predict. In other words, chaotic systems can improve the security of encryption systems. The extant cryptography algorithms based on chaotic maps can be classified into two kinds: permutation and diffusion. In the permutation stage, the positions of pixels from the original image are changed by chaotic sequences or by some matrix transformation. The permutation algorithm has a better encryption effect, but without changing the pixel values, leading to the histogram of the encryption image and the original image being duplicates; thus its security could be threatened the statistical analysis. In the diffusion stage, the pixel values of the original image are changed by chaotic sequences. Most of these methods are directly implemented encryption by overlaying a chaotic sequence generated by a single chaotic map and the pixel grey value from the image. Compared to the permutation, diffusion may lead to higher security, but the encryption effect is not good. Thereby, in order to improve the security and the encryption effect, some researchers have combined permutation and diffusion. Pareek et al. [7] proposed an image encryption algorithm based on a one dimension chaotic map. However, a single chaotic map used to encrypt image may lead to a smaller key space and lower security, so some new ways to develop efficient image-encryption schemes have been suggested. Lian et al. [8] use the spatiotemporal chaos system to encrypt an image and performed a detailed analysis of the security of algorithms to show their algorithms have satisfactory security with a low cost. Pisarchik et al. [9] proposed image encryption with chaotically coupled chaotic maps. Similarly, Liu, et al. [10] use multiple chaotic maps to encrypt the image. Their algorithms have larger key space, high sensitivity to keys, and have the ability of to resist traditional attacks.
In 1994, Adleman [11] did the first ever experiment on DNA computing, and initiated a new stage in the information age. In subsequent research, the characterstics of DNA computing, massive parallelism, huge storage and ultra-low power consumption had been found. From the research on DNA computing, DNA cryptography emerged as a new cryptographic field, in which DNA is used as an information carrier and modern biological technology is used as implementation tool [12] . Gehani et al. [13] presented an image encryption algorithm of one-time pad cryptography with DNA strands. They pointed out that current practical applications of cryptographic systems based on one-time pads are limited to the confines of conventional electronic media. But DNA has extraordinary information density and is very suitable to store a huge one-time pad. Their method might be effective for solving the storage problem of the one-time pad. Clelland et al. [14] successfully hid the famous ''June 6 invasion: Normandy'' in DNA microdots. They proposed a novel encoding method as an alternative to traditional binary encoding. Nucleotides are used as a quaternary code and each letter is denoted by three nucleotides. For example, use CGA to denote the letter A, use CCA to denote the letter B, etc. Then, the secret message is encoded into a DNA sequence for example, AB is expressed as CCGCCA. For the two DNA cryptography schemes described above, many biological experiments have to be done in the encryption and decryption step. These experiments can only be done in a well equipped lab using current technology, and it is very costly. For these reasons, the research on DNA cryptography is still much more theoretical than practical. Recently, Kang Ning [15] proposed a pseudo DNA cryptography method, which has better encryption and was not through real biological experiments. But it was only used to encrypt character information.
In order to overcome the above shortcomings from image encryption based on chaotic maps and DNA cryptography, in this paper we use the simple theory of the DNA sequence operation to encrypt image information and the combined chaotic maps and DNA sequence addition operation to implement image encryption. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some theory behind the proposed algorithm. The design of the proposed image encryption scheme is proposed in the Section 3. In Section 4, some simulation results are described. In Section 5, security analysis is discussed. Section 6 gives the conclusion.
Basic theory of the proposed algorithm

Chaotic map
In this paper, we used 2D Logistic and 1D Logistic maps whose definitions are as follows. 2D Logistic map is described as Eq. (1) [16] :
(1) When 2.75 < µ 1  3.4, 2.75 < µ 2  3.45, 0.15 < 1  0.21, 0.13 < 2  0.15, the system is in a chaotic state and can generate two chaotic sequences in the region (0,1]. Due to the system parameters 1 and 2 having a smaller value range, we set 1 = 0.17 and 2 = 0.14, the other parameters can be seen as secret keys.
1D Logistic map is an example chaotic map, it is described as follows:
. . the research result shows that the system is in a chaotic state under the condition that 3.56994 < µ  4.
DNA sequence encryption
DNA encoding and decoding for image
A DNA sequence contains four nucleic acid bases A (adenine), C (cytosine), G (guanine), T (thymine), where A and T are complementary, and G and C are complementary. In the binary, 0 and 1 are complementary, so 00 and 11 are complementary, 01 and 10 are also complementary. In this paper, we use C , A, T , G to denote 00, 01, 10, 11, respectively. For 8 bit grey images, each pixel can be expressed a DNA sequence whose length is 4. For example: If the first pixel value of the original image is 173, convert it into a binary stream as [10101101] , by using the above DNA encoding rule to encode the stream, we can get a DNA sequence [TTGA] . Whereas using 00, 01, 10, 11 to denote C , A, T , G, respectively, to decode the above DNA sequence, we can get a binary sequence [10101101].
Addition and subtraction algebraic operation for DNA sequences
With the rapid developments in DNA computing, some biology operations and algebraic operations based on the DNA sequence have been presented by researchers [17, 18] , such as the addition operation. The addition and subtraction operations for DNA sequences are performed according to traditional addition and subtraction in the Z 2 . For example, 11 + 10 = 01, 01 11 = 10. We use 00, 01, 10, 11 to denote C , A, T , G, respectively, the details of the addition and Table 1 Addition operation for DNA sequence. Table 2 Subtraction operation for DNA sequence.
- subtraction rules are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . From Table 1 , we can see that any two rows are complementary, and Table 2 is the same. In other words, the addition algebraic operation table is a double helix structure which satisfies the Watson-Crick complement regulation. Subtraction is the inverse operation of addition, but whose structure is not a double helix structure. However, we also can find the complement of every base in the Table 2 . In this paper, we will use these wonderful addition rules to scramble the pixel values of the original image.
Algorithm described
In this section, we will study the procedure of image encryption based on the DNA sequence addition operation in detail. Firstly, produce secret keys. Secondly, divide the original image into blocks and add these blocks by using the DNA sequence addition operation. Thirdly, carry out the DNA sequence complement operation for the resulting added matrix using two Logistic maps. Lastly, decoding the result from the third stage, we obtain the encrypted image. The process of the proposed image encryption algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. 
Generation of the secret key
We use the method in Ref. [19] to generate the secret key. Input an 8 bit grey image A as the original image, A = A(a ij ), i = 1, 2, . . . , m, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Here, a ij is the value of the image pixel, (i, j) is pixel position, and (m, n) is the size of image.
Using following formulas we can calculate k 1 and k 2 .
Then choose two initial values x 1 , y 2 ,and four system parameters µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 , µ 4 . Use following pseudo-code to calculate x 0 and y 0 . We set x 0 , y 0 , µ 1 , µ 2 as the parameters of the 2D Logistic map and x 0 , y 0 , µ 3 , µ 4 as the parameters of two 1D Logistic maps. Thus these parameters can be seen as secret keys. The pseudo-code is:
Image encryption algorithm based on DNA sequence addition
According to Fig. 1 , the proposed encryption algorithm can be divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Convert the image into a binary matrix, then carry out DNA encoding for the binary matrix according to Section 2.2.1, to obtain a coding matrix Ab, the size of Ab is (m, n ⇥ 4);
Step 2: Divide Ab into some equal blocks Ab{i, j}, i = 1, 2, . . . , Step 4: Sorting X , Y in ascending order, we get two new sequences X 0 , Y 0 ;
Step Step 7: Recombining these blocks, B{i, j}, we will get a new sequence matrix C .
Step 8: Two chaotic sequences z 1 and z 2 are produced by two 1D Logistic maps, whose lengths are m and n⇥4. Reconstruct z 1 and z 2 as two matrices Z 1 (m, 1) and Z 2 (1, n ⇥ 4). Performing the multiply operation for Z 1 (m, 1) and Z 2 (1, n ⇥ 4), we obtain the matrix Z whose size is m ⇥ n ⇥ 4. Map the value of Z into (0,1) by mod(Z , 1). Then use the following threshold function f (x) to get a binary sequence matrix:
Step 9: If Z {i, j} = 1, C {i, j} is complemented, otherwise it is unchanged. After the complementing operation, we get a new coding matrix C 0 ;
Step 10: Carry out the inverse process of the step 1 for the coding matrix C 0 , we will obtain a real value matrix D, then output image D, which is our encrypted image. The process of decryption is an inverse process of encryption. Receivers obtain secret keys from the sender. To decrypt the encrypted image according to reverse operation of the above algorithm, the addition operation is replaced by the subtraction operation in step 6, the other steps are unchanged.
Simulation result and analysis
To demonstrate the security and efficiency of our algorithm, we use the standard 256 ⇥ 256 gray image Lena as the original image, use Matlab 7.1 to simulate the experiment and set parameters x 1 = 0.62, y 1 = 0.12, µ 1 = 3.2, µ 2 = 3, µ 3 = 3.9, µ 1 = 3.85. Fig. 2(a) shows the original image, the encrypted image is shown in Fig. 2(b) . Fig. 2(c), (d) show the decrypted image under the wrong secret key and the correct key, respectively. From the result of our experiment, we can see it is difficult to recognize the original image from Fig. 2(b), Fig. 2(c) shows that we can not recover the image with the wrong secret key. It is obvious that our algorithm achieves good encryption.
The security analysis
A good encryption algorithm should resist all kinds of known attacks, such as exhaustive attack, statistical attack and differential attack, etc. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . In this section, we will discuss the security analysis of the proposed encryption scheme.
Resistance to exhaustive attack
Secret key's space analysis
In our algorithm, the initial value and the system parameter of the chaotic maps can be seemed as secret key. Thus, there are six secret keys (x 1 , y 1 , µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 , µ 4 ) 
Secret key's sensitivity analysis
The 2D Logistic and 1D Logistic chaotic maps are sensitive to the system parameters and initial values. If they have a slight difference, the decrypted image has no connection with the original image. Some secret key sensitivity tests are shown here. Using the secret key in the Section 4 to encrypt the original image, we have obtained the encrypted image shown Fig. 2(b) in the Section 4, next utilize the secret key (0.62000000000001, 0.12, 3.2, 3, 3.9, 3.85) to decrypt for the encrypted image.
The result of decrypting is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) shows the decrypted image and the corresponding grey histogram of the decrypted image is shown in Fig. 3(b) . We can see that the histogram of the decrypted image is fairly uniform and the decrypted image is different from the original image. As the sensitivities of the other parameters are the same as for x 1 , we omit examples of them here. Based on the above argument, our algorithm is sensitive to the secret key, which demonstrates it has the ability to resist exhaustive attack.
Resistance to statistical attack
The grey histogram analysis
Considering the statistical analysis of the original image and the encrypted image, Fig. 4(a), (b) show the grey-scale histograms of the original image and the encrypted image, respectively. Comparing the two histograms we find that the pixel grey values of the original image are concentrated on some values, but the histogram of the encrypted image is very uniform, which makes statistical attacks difficult. 
Correlation coefficient analysis
As far as we know the correlation of between adjacent pixels in the original image is very high. An effective encryption algorithm can reduce the correlation between adjacent pixels, in order to test the correlation of two adjacent pixels, we randomly select 3000 pairs (horizontal, vertical and diagonal) of adjacent pixels from the original image and the encrypted image. Using the following formulas for the correlation coefficient.
where x and y are the grey values of two adjacent pixels in the image, cov(x, y) is the covariance, D(x) is the variance, and E(x) is the mean. Table 3 . From the result of Table 3 , we find that the correlation coefficient of the adjacent pixels in the encrypted image is very small, which is close to 0. It can clearly be seen that our algorithm can destroy the relativity effectively; the proposed image encryption algorithm has a strong ability to resist statistical attack.
Resistance to differential attack
Attackers often make a slight change to the original image, and use the proposed algorithm to encrypt for the original image before and after changing, through comparing two encrypted image to find out the relationship between the original image and the encrypted image. It is called differential attack. Here, the encrypted image of Lena is called ''Lena-test1'', and the encrypted image after changing the first pixel grey value from Lena is called ''Lena-test2''. Researchers usually use NPCR (number of pixels change rate) and UACI (unified average changing intensity) as two criterions to examine the performance of resisting differential attack. Here, we use Eqs. (10)- (12) to calculate (NPCR) and (UACI) between ''Lena-test1'' and ''Lenatest2''.
where M and N are the height and width of the image, T 1 (i, j) and T 2 (i, j) denote the pixel grey value of ''Lena-test1'' and ''Lena-test2'' on the location (i, j). We obtained the result, NPCR = 99.61% and UACI = 0.38%, from the simulation. This result demonstrates that our algorithm has a strong ability to resist differential attack.
Information entropy
The information entropy is defined as expressing the degree of uncertainty in the system [25] . We can also use it to express uncertainties in the image information. The information entropy can measure the distribution of grey values in the image. If the distribution of grey values is more uniform, the information entropy is greater. The information entropy is defined as follows:
P(m i ) log 2 P(m i ) (13) where m i is the ith grey value for an L level grey image, P(m i ) is the emergence probability of m i , so P L i=0 P(m i ) = 1.
For an ideal random image, the value of the information entropy is 8. An effective encryption algorithm should make the information entropy tend to 8. We obtained an information entropy H = 7.9980, that is very close to 8. It is can be seen that the proposed algorithm is very effective.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new image encryption algorithm based on DNA sequence addition. From above discussion, the pixel grey values of the original image are completely scrambled by the DNA sequence addition operation and the DNA complement operation. Through the experimental result and security analysis, we find that our algorithm has a better encryption, a larger secret key space and is highly sensitive to the secret key. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm can also resist most known attacks, such as exhaustive attacks, statistical attacks and differential attacks. All these features show that our algorithm is very suitable for image encryption.
